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1. Young Professionals Day in the Run-Up to NATO Transformation
Seminar
1.1 Overview and Introduction
The International Institute for Strategic Studies (IISS), in collaboration with NATO’s
Allied Command Transformation (ACT), organised and led the 2017 Young Professionals
Day (YPD) which took place on 21 March in Budapest, Hungary.
The Young Professionals Day drew together 49 security and defence professionals aged
25-35 from across the Alliance and Partner Countries. The event provided them with the
unique opportunity to engage with senior decision-makers and thought leaders and to
help to shape the debate surrounding NATO’s transformation agenda. In working
groups and under the guidance of senior mentors, the Young Professionals discussed
four areas at the core of NATO’s transformation agenda: the future security environment
facing the Alliance; the projection of stability beyond NATO’s borders; the strengthening
of NATO’s defence and deterrence posture; and the political-military implications of
NATO’s adaptation and transformation agenda.
The Young Professionals Day took place immediately before the 2017 NATO
Transformation Seminar, also held in Budapest, which brought together NATO’s senior
leadership. The key takeaways from the deliberations of the young professionals fed
directly into discussions at the NATO Transformation Seminar and five of Young
Professionals were invited to take part in the full seminar.
The day kicked off with a keynote speech by Ambassador András Simonyi, Managing
Director of the Center for Transatlantic Relations, Johns Hopkins University, who spoke
about the emerging policy on NATO of the new US administration and suggested that it
will become clear soon that President Trump is a supporter of NATO. The Ambassador
pointed to Russia as aiming to disrupt Western societies and their democratic processes.
Russia had succeeded in integrating non-military means into its military thinking and
into the ways it applied tools of state power for strategic effect. NATO had catch-up work
to do in this area, Simonyi said. He challenged YPD participants to be bold and
imaginative in their approach to problems and issues that the previous and current
generation of leaders had failed to resolve. Sometimes, Simonyi suggested, the Alliance
was a surprisingly mono-cultural environment, which made innovation and adaptation
more difficult. From his perspective, Ambassador Simonyi argued, military leaders
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throughout the Alliance were ready to tackle transformation challenges head-on – it was
the political leadership that had yet to form a view of these challenges and provide
corresponding guidance, he said.
For the remainder of the day, the participants worked in breakout groups and a group
exercise on strategic challenges that the Alliance has to confront. These sessions were
facilitated by senior mentors including Brigadier (ret.) Ben Barry, Senior Fellow for Land
Warfare, IISS; Dr Bastian Giegerich, Director of Defence and Military Analysis, IISS; Rear
Admiral (ret.) John Gower, Director of MIMIR Consulting; Dr Petri Hakkarainen,
Counsellor at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Finland; Stephan de Spiegeleire, Senior
Fellow, The Hague Centre for Strategic Studies; and Dr Olaf Theiler, Head of Future
Analysis, Bundeswehr Planning Office.
The results of these various sessions were presented to a feedback panel consisting of Dr
Henrik Breitenbauch, Director of the Centre for Military Studies at the University of
Copenhagen; Rear Admiral Pete Gumataotao, Deputy Chief of Staff of Strategic Plans
and Policy at Allied Command Transformation; Prof Dr Julian Lindley-French, Co-Lead
of the GLOBSEC NATO Adaptation Project; and Ambassador Simonyi.
Participants in the Young Professionals Day were picked based on a competitive selection
process and came from a variety of professional backgrounds including academia, the
public sector and the business community, the armed forces, think tanks and
international organisations. Participants in the daylong event represented 17 Allied
nations as well as 7 partner countries from Europe, the Middle East and Asia.
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Countries Represented in the Young Professionals Day
NATO MEMBER STATES

NATO PARTNER COUNTRIES

Bulgaria
Canada
Denmark
France
Germany
Greece
Hungary
Italy
Lithuania
Netherlands
Poland
Romania
Slovenia
Spain
Turkey
United Kingdom
United States

Austria
Azerbaijan
Bahrain
Finland
Japan
Sweden
Ukraine

1.2 Young Professional Day 2017 Read Ahead Paper
1.2.1 Objectives and Structure of the NATO Young Professionals Day

YPD participants were encouraged to be active participants throughout all elements of
the programme. Their ideas, and the fresh perspective their generation can bring to the
challenges of today and tomorrow, will be vital to making YPD a success. Increasing
complexity in the international security environment continues to challenge the Alliance
across the spectrum of its core tasks. One of the working groups hence explored future
risks and opportunities. How NATO can and should deal with instability and conflict
beyond NATO’s territory but directly affecting Alliance members was a core issue for the
second working group. The third breakout group examined how NATO can achieve a
deterrent

effect

bringing

together

resilience,

capabilities,

and

the

strategic

communications tools that signal resolve and intent. The fourth group looked at the
political-military challenges arising from diversity of threat perceptions and political
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priorities among NATO member states. All working groups had dedicated rapporteurs,
selected from among the YPD participants, to ensure input and key ideas were captured.
The intent of the breakout group sessions was to elicit innovative thinking and practical
suggestions to help NATO better shape its approach in considering the disparate and
increasingly demanding array of security challenges facing the Alliance. Across the four
working groups and an exercise that brought all YPD participants together to discuss the
demands of strategy in light of the future operating environment, common themes
emerged. They related primarily to strategic communications, the extent and nature of
Alliance relations and connections with external actors, the degree and manner in which
the Alliance should be involved in counter-terrorism, and whether the Alliance’s Article
5 treaty commitment remained fit for purpose.

Picture: Air Marshal Sir Graham Stacey, Chief of Staff to Supreme Allied Commander Transformation,
engages in the discussion during the ‘Projecting Stability’ breakout group discussions.

Following the working group session, the group reconvened for an exercise in strategy
building. Assisted and guided by experienced facilitators, YPD participants were asked
to turn their insights from the working group sessions into building blocks that could
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inform NATO’s strategy for the future operating environment. Working group and
group exercise outcomes were briefed in summary form by the appointed rapporteurs to
a panel of senior experts who provided feedback and additional input. YPD concluded
with a recap of the key takeaways that should be taken forward to inform the NATO
Transformation Seminar. Based on this input the IISS team produced a Quick View paper
the evening of YPD for distribution at NTS.

1.2.2 Background Note for Working Group 1: Future Security Environment
The purpose of this working group was to explore the need to change and adapt as NATO
addresses the increasing complexity in the international security environment that
continues to challenge the Alliance across the spectrum of its three core tasks. Against a
backdrop of interrelated crises this working group highlighted the need to take decisions
today to prepare for tomorrow. NATO must continue to prepare forces and provide
capabilities that give the Alliance the ability to operate across the continuum of
peacetime, crisis and conflict. A persistent federated approach, when and where
appropriate, can assist NATO with the necessary innovation and adaptation as doing so
will help deliver a mind-set that stresses the characteristics of agility, flexibility and
resilience. Specifically, persistence throughout the full spectrum of peacetime, crisis, and
conflict enhances the Alliance’s ability to maintain situational awareness.

In an

environment in which available resources will continue to be constrained, a persistent
federated approach, where appropriate, may provide nations with more options to better
coordinate both military and political means.


What can NATO do to foster effective use of security and defence resources that
are constrained and in constant demand?



How does NATO improve its situational awareness, agility, and flexibility as it
continues to innovate, operate and adapt?



In which ways can nations better connect with the NATO Command Structure and
rebuild links that can help to explore and fill capability gaps, evaluate missions
and prepare for the future?



How can NATO adapt defence planning, capacity building, and counter terrorism
instruments in a way that they strengthen NATO’s ability to project stability?
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1.2.3 Background Note for Working Group 2: Projecting Stability
Instability and conflict beyond NATO’s territory directly affects Alliance members. The
working group considered whether innovative approaches to partnerships can be
potential game changers in dealing with international crisis and conflict, in particular
where partners outside the Alliance may provide substantive capacity in supporting
NATO’s core tasks and vice versa. Projecting stability reaches beyond the question of
partnerships and should be a seen as complementary to deterrence and defence.


How can NATO improve its approach to partnership, in the context of projecting
stability?



Looking beyond NATO, what steps can be taken to optimise and synchronise
contributions from other international organisations in support of NATO’s core
tasks and vice-versa?



How could NATO’s approach to defence capacity building evolve to provide
greater utility?



Which steps could be taken to strengthen NATO’s contribution to the fight against
international terrorism, including in terms of defence and operational planning?



Is Counter-Terrorism primarily a subset of Projecting Stability or does it need to
be considered across the three core tasks?



What does NATO need to do to make sure its capacity to generate knowledge and
understanding evolves in line with the challenges it faces beyond its own borders?



How can NATO’s partner tools be adapted to assist nations in the management of
migration flows and border policing?

1.2.4 Background Note for Working Group 3: Deterrence and Defence
NATO achieves a deterrent effect when it brings together resilience, capabilities, and the
strategic communications tools that signal resolve and intent. Deterrence is established
across the spectrum of conventional forces, missile defence, and nuclear forces. Alliance
unity and cohesion are of overriding importance for deterrence and defence and
contribute to making NATO a resilient actor with capacities that span the Alliance.
Moreover, NATO as an alliance is supported by nations that have range, depth and
experience in civil emergency response, stability policing and long-term national
sustainment. Recently, NATO has responded to a range of complex and changing
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security environments by strengthening its deterrence and defence posture, including a
stance vis-à-vis Russia that combines strength with dialogue and consultation. NATO
must continue to invest in innovation and develop capable and deployable forces that are
connected and logistically sustainable. Like projecting stability, deterrence and defence
requires a 360 degree approach. Therefore, the working group reflected on the further
evolution of abilities and capabilities that NATO may require to be able to deter and
defend against challenges to its defense and security wherever they arise.


What does NATO have to do to ensure that its efforts to strengthen deterrence and
defence posture are sustainable and flexible?



Which steps can NATO initiate to make sure that both deterrence and dialogue
with Russia are effective?



By adopting a 360 degree perspective NATO looks beyond operations. What are
the most important capabilities NATO should invest in as it prepares for the
unpredictable nature of the future security environment?

1.2.5 Background Note for Working Group 4: Political-Military Implications
NATO’s ongoing adaptation to immediate and shifting international pressures together
with its proactive long-term adaptation impose significant burdens on Allied resources
and structures. This working group offered YPD participants the opportunity to debate
the political implications and identify potential building-blocks for future action. The
benefits of Europe and North America working together on operations and adaptation is
clear. Making sure that the value of the transatlantic bond is recognised, maintained and
strengthened further will require continuous effort and innovation. As NATO works
with the new US administration, clear political goals and objectives are vital to guide
NATO’s transformation forward.


Which are the key steps to encourage NATO nations to connect and synchronise
on a day-to-day basis?



Which political goals and objectives should be highlighted to innovate and
adapt—always with the goal of transforming our forces so they are capable of
fulfilling the goals and mission of the Alliance?



Which measures can be taken to further strengthen Alliance cohesion?
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Picture: Working Group Flipchart Outlining NATO’s Value-Added as seen by YPD participants.

2. Key Takeaways from the Young Professionals Day 2017
2.1 Selected Working Group Outcomes
The Working Groups were implemented as structured brainstorming sessions. By
definition, not all group participants endorsed or subscribed to all views expressed
during these sessions. With this in mind, below is a summary of outcomes of the group
discussions that reflect some of the main ideas expressed in the rapporteur debriefs:

2.1.1 Working Group 1
Borrowing from design thinking methodology, this working group was challenged to
think about threats and opportunities for NATO. They key clusters that emerged were:


Technology



Terrorism



Environment



Internal Threats

The group discussed the tendency in much of public discourse to think about the future
as a projection of current trends, whereas there were plenty of examples that today’s
threats will not necessarily be tomorrow’s threats.
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It was also challenging to rethink threats as opportunities. The group discussed the
themes of disinformation, cyber, and communications in this regard. For example,
‘disinformation’ could be understood as a threat that at the same time presents a perfect
opportunity for NATO to partner and work together with other actors. Organisations in
the civil sector and business like Google where discussed. The group furthermore
wondered whether space would follow cyber as the next operational domain that would
be named as such. There would be an opportunity again to collaborate and in general,
under the communications theme, links to organisations working on artificial intelligence
applications could be explored. NATO, it was suggested, has an opportunity to turn itself
into a different kind of organisation, seeking to create “persistent and sustainable
solutions”.

Picture: Rear Admiral Pete Gumataotao, Deputy Chief of Staff Strategic Plans and Policy, Allied
Command Transformation, listens in to YPD group exercise.

2.1.2 Working Group 2
Working Group 2, in the frame of ‘Projecting Stability’, suggested that the big questions
in this areas where whether projecting stability, as conceived of at the Warsaw Summit,
was really about preventing international incidents from impacting NATO members or
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was it about NATO doing better at deterrence and defence without necessarily NATO
doing more.
The group felt that NATO’s network of partnerships lacked focus and an audit of these
activities might need to be undertaken to generate better outcomes and common political
priorities. Second, NATO would need to improve its strategic communications effort so
that the value added the Alliance itself brings is clear to electorates in NATO nations, as
well as to NATO partners.
The group also discussed whether there should be an appetite for NATO to do more on
counter-terrorism. The group stressed that many of the root causes of terrorism were not
military and would better be addressed through improved law enforcement measures.
This, the group felt, would put a limit on what NATO should strive to do, so that it can
actually deliver against expectations and avoid overreaching. Strategic intelligence on
counter-terrorism issues was an area that was ripe for more work, according to group
participants.
Finally, if NATO wanted to also project stability internally through strategic
communications, it should modernise the way it communicates. Partnerships, it was
stressed, was about working with other governments. The need to develop cultural
awareness was felt to be greater if partners are not government actors. Overall, projecting
stability was about knowing the Alliance’s limits and investing into where the valueadded of NATO can be explained within and outside of NATO.

2.1.3 Working Group 3
Working Group 3, covering ‘Defence and Deterrence’, worked on a wide range of
issues, including cyber threats and challenges, NATO’s nuclear posture, strategic
communications, the credibility of deterrence, and also smart defence.
In the cyber domain, the group suggested basic conceptual problems remained. For
example, what was the threshold for Article 5 responses and if it was not clear in the
cyber domain, was Article 5 fit for the 21st century? Perhaps modernisation of Article 5
could start from looking at it from the other side and ask how does Russia view the
cyber tool in its doctrine and policy? A strategic communications challenge in defence
and deterrence, the group argued, arose about a lack of military transparency and
predictability, in particularly in the cyber domain.
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The group felt that there was still room to generate threat assessments that produced
greater levels of shared understanding and commonality. This would help NATO build
the case for cross-domain deterrence and could also be useful in attempt to build better
strategic communications, including around modernisation of Article 5. NATO had to
identify ways to influence public perception of the utility and purpose of the Alliance
in the context of current and future security challenges.

2.1.4 Working Group 4
Working Group 4 discussed political-military challenges. Without having heard from any
of the other working groups, participants quickly honed in on issues surrounding
NATO’s identity. While the group recognised that different viewpoints within the
Alliance presented a challenge for coherence, the group suggested a modern way of
dealing with this difficulty was to embrace the diversity rather than continue the search
for an overall unifying theme, which was destined to lead to continued frustration.
NATO demonstrates value and relevance by engaging with actors outside the military
domain and by actually encouraging debate on its role and purpose. It was suggested
during the discussion that there was often a disconnect between NATO, national NATO
delegations and public opinion. Strategic communications, therefore, should also be
interpreted as an internal challenge. Echoing the sentiment expressed in another working
group, it was suggested NATO should focus its counter-terrorism efforts on intelligence
sharing and in identifying useful collaborative formats where NATO makes a CT
contribution but does not attempt to lead.

2.2 Young Professionals Quick View Paper Presented to the NATO
Transformation Seminar
Discussions during the breakout group sessions and the group exercise where condensed
into a ‘quick-view’ paper the same evening by IISS staff. This paper was distributed by
ACT and IISS to all participants in the NATO transformation seminar via the NTS
conference app. This section contains the text of this paper:
Four key areas were identified by NATO for its Young Professionals to address: the
future security environment; the projection of stability; deterrence and defence; and
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the political-military challenges facing the Alliance. The intent was to elicit innovative
thinking and practical suggestions to help NATO better shape its approach in
considering the disparate and increasingly demanding array of security challenges
facing the Alliance. Across four working groups discussing these four challenges,
common themes emerged relating to strategic communications, the extent and nature
of Alliance relations and connections with external actors, the degree and manner in
which the Alliance should be involved in counter-terrorism, and whether the
Alliance’s Article 5 treaty commitment remained fit for purpose.
All the working groups, the group exercise and the final panel session, discussed the
value of strategic communications to NATO. Discussion focused on the internal as
well as external value of strategic communications. On the internal level, the Alliance
could better use this medium to build better awareness of the challenges facing the
Alliance and its member states. It is also a valuable means or bolstering, developing
and projecting internal stability and cohesion between Alliance member states, within
these member states (given the challenges to internal stability from adversary
information operations) and, more broadly, NATO as an organisation. More effort
was needed to connect NATO to its member states, and communicate the value of
NATO to national governments.
After discussion, it was apparent that there was no common understanding of
NATO’s purpose. There was a requirement to raise public awareness as to challenges
perceived by the Alliance – and by extension the challenges faced by its member states.
Clearly improved strategic communications at this juncture would be useful in this
regard. They would also be vital in helping identify the unique value-added that
NATO brings.
At the external level, strategic communications could help build and maintain
relationships with current and future partners, and also improve messaging related
to the Alliance’s identity, its resolve and its members’ military and security
capabilities. These capabilities would also be vital in working with external partners.
However, the Alliance needed to modernise its ways of communicating, leveraging
modern communications means and methods to better connect with member states’
populations.
Cooperation with external actors was highlighted across the working groups as a vital
area of the Alliance’s current work and future posture. However, the alliance’s
network of partnerships had become too cumbersome and unfocussed. This gave the
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opportunity for the Alliance to conduct an audit of its external relationships using a
geographical or sectoral approach.
Re-emergent and emerging security challenges give the opportunity for NATO to
partner with others. Awareness of security challenges should lead the Alliance to
consider the limits to its own growth. Does the Alliance necessarily need to itself
construct new organisations to tackle new or emerging security threats? Instead these
could be seen as giving an opportunity to partner with different organisations from
other sectors including the business community.
Renewed awareness of the challenge from disinformation was one example. Here this
gave the ‘perfect opportunity’ to partner with other organisations, and Google was
mentioned as an example.
Counter-terrorism was also highlighted as an area where the Alliance could better
know its own limitations in terms of focus and organisational growth. It was noted
that the root causes of terrorism were often non-military and responses were often
focused on and delivered through law enforcement. NATO’s role here ‘should be
limited, while there was a limit to what NATO could do.’ But it also gave an
opportunity to refocus the Alliance and perhaps refocus on new ties that could
leverage the expertise of others. NATO could play a supporting role – its existing
capabilities can be vital in terms of areas like intelligence sharing - but shouldn’t
necessarily look to take the lead.
Discussions about contemporary and emerging threats highlighted the different
threat perceptions among Allies. The Alliance might consider embracing differing
viewpoints in developing overarching policies rather than necessarily seeking a
unified view. Could threats be defined collectively and in a transparent manner, the
Young Professionals discussed, not only to enable a better understanding of security
challenges but also in a manner potentially useful in influencing public perceptions of
NATO and the reality of security challenges. These should then be reflected in the
Alliance’s Strategic Concept and its Defence Review Posture. Deterrence messaging
could also be constructed in this way, so that a broad conception of cross-domain
deterrence

is

secured,

which

can

then

be

disseminated

using

strategic

communications tools.
Given the multiplicity of actors and threats (present and current) and continue
emerging security challenges, participants queried whether there was a requirement
to work towards a mutual understanding of Article 5. The challenges to current
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conceptions of Article 5 were highlighted with reference to the cyber domain, where
the YPs highlighted not simply the continuing uncertainty over what cyber
capabilities and threats are, but more fundamentally what level and what kind of
cyber-attack would trigger a response under Article 5, given that cyber has recently
been declared an operational domain by NATO. Questions were asked over whether
Article 5 needed modernising or adapting; whether it was fit for purpose in the 21st
Century. Allied to that, was the current decision-making structure within the Alliance.
In an environment when threats and security crises could rapidly erupt and risk
overtaking the speed with which current decision-making structures were able to
operate – and when seams within the Alliance could be exploited by adversaries
focused on hindering Alliance decision-making – there was a need to look again at the
consensus decision-making model. However, it was important to realise that while
there might be a focus on threats as risks, threats could also be an area of opportunity
for the Alliance. At the same time, the Alliance had to be aware that the threats faced
today might not necessarily be those faced in the future.

Picture: YPD participants discuss the challenges of designing strategy for the future operating
environment.
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3. Concluding Remarks
The final group exercise of YPD, organised around four discussion tables, revisited the
fundamental questions that underpin strategic discussion: What is NATO for and what
is the Alliance’s purpose today and tomorrow? Where and how can NATO add value in
a complex security environment? What specifically should NATO try to do vis-à-vis
future challenges? What measures can be undertaken to improve NATO? A one-day
exercise like the YPD cannot provide conclusive answers, but it can help to illuminate
challenges further and suggest ideas for ways ahead. It is notable that the YPs felt there
was currently no common understanding of the purpose of NATO. The Alliance was also
judged to not leverage information tools and technology appropriately. Here especially
YPs saw many opportunities for closer collaboration with external actors, including on
big data.
The Young Professionals Day served to connect a generation of future leaders with
current leaders of the security and defence establishment and it allowed them to
contribute to the debate and consultations, informing and directly influencing policymaking in the Alliance. Several participants expressed their hope that NATO would be
able to find ways to continue to support such gatherings and suggested NATO might
want to examine whether it could create a network that links and brings together the
different cohorts of YPD participants over time. The success of the Young Professionals
Day was reflected in the feedback from participants. Many noted that this was a “unique
and insightful experience” and they expressed their appreciation for the “fantastic
opportunity” it provided them to “meet peers and colleagues working in international
security affairs”.
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Annex: YPD 2017 Agenda
Objective: To bring together a group of young security and defence professionals from across the Alliance
and from partner nations, to provide them with an opportunity to influence policy, build networks, engage
with senior decision-makers and thought leaders, enhance their knowledge of NATO’s mission and current
challenges to that mission.
21 March
08:00 – 09:00

YP Arrival and registration at Marriott Hotel

09:00 – 09:15

Welcome Remarks and Introduction
Dr Bastian Giegerich, Director Defence and Military Analysis, IISS
Rear Admiral Pete Gumataotao, Deputy Chief of Staff Strategic Plans &
Policy, NATO Allied Command Transformation,
Air Marshal Sir Graham Stacey, KBE CB CCMI, Chief of Staff to Supreme
Allied Commander Transformation
Location: Hotel Marriott, Budapest (Erzsébet Room)

09:15 – 09:45

Keynote address
Ambassador András Simonyi, Managing Director of the Center for
Transatlantic Relations - Johns Hopkins University
Location: Erzsébet Room

09:45 – 10:00

Q&A with Ambassador András Simonyi, Managing Director of the
Center for Transatlantic Relations - Johns Hopkins University
Moderator: Nick Childs, Senior Fellow, IISS
Location: Erzsébet Room

10:00 – 10:15

Agenda Overview, Expectations, and Goals
Dr Bastian Giegerich, Director Defence and Military Analysis, IISS
Location: Erzsébet Room

10:15 – 10:30

Coffee Break

10:30 – 12:30

Working Groups with Senior Mentors, 1st Session
Working Group 1: Future Security Environment
Senior Mentor: Stephan de Spiegeleire, Senior Fellow, The Hague Centre
for Strategic Studies
Rapporteur: Ms Rachel Rizzo
Objective: Explore factors that will shape the international security
environment over the coming 15 years.
Location: Margit A Room
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Working Group 2: Projecting Stability
Senior Mentor: Brig (ret) Ben Barry, Senior Fellow for Land Warfare, IISS
Rapporteur: Mr Antoine Bondaz
Objectives: Examine recent and current conflicts to develop lessons that
can help NATO achieve its goals to project stability beyond its own
borders.
Location: Margit B Room
Working Group 3: Deterrence and Defence
Senior Mentor: Rear Admiral (ret) John Gower, Director Mimir Consulting
and Consulting Member, IISS
Rapporteur: Ms Christina Siserman
Objective: Investigate current and future challenges to NATO’s deterrence
posture and determine capabilities necessary to deliver defence.
Location: Lànchid A Room
Working Group 4: Political-Military Challenges
Senior Mentor: Dr Bastian Giegerich, Director Defence and Military
Analysis, IISS
Rapporteur: Mr Kaan Sahin
Objective: Consider capability requirements for NATO and examine how
multinational cooperation and partnering could help in meeting them.
Location: Lànchid B Room
12:30 – 13:30

Lunch Break

13:30 – 15:30

Group Exercise: Designing Strategy for the Future Operating
Environment
(group at 4 tables in one room with each table representing at least one member
of each working group)
Facilitators: Dr Petri Hakkarainen, a Counsellor at the Ministry for
Foreign Affairs (MFA) of Finland
Dr Olaf Theiler, Head of Future Analysis, Bundeswehr
Planning Office
Objective: Based on discussion in the working groups, challenge
participants to think about the factors determining how, where, and for
what purpose NATO would conduct future operations
Location: Erzsébet Room

15:30 – 15:45

Coffee Break

15:45 – 16:45

Briefings on Working Group and Exercise Outcomes
Briefings by YP Rapporteurs
Feedback:
Prof Dr Julian Lindley-French, Co-Lead GLOBSEC NATO
Adaptation Project
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Rear Admiral Pete Gumataotao, Deputy Chief of Staff
Strategic Plans & Policy, NATO Allied Command
Transformation
Ambassador András Simonyi, Managing Director of the
Center for Transatlantic Relations - Johns Hopkins
University
Dr Henrik Breitenbauch, Director, Centre for Military
Studies, University of Copenhagen
Location: Erzsébet Room
16:45 – 17:20

Key Takeaways from NATO YP Day
Moderator: Dr Bastian Giegerich, Director Defence and Military Analysis,
IISS
Location: Erzsébet Room

17:20 – 17:30

Closing remarks
Dr Bastian Giegerich, Director Defence and Military Analysis, IISS
Rear Admiral Pete Gumataotao, Deputy Chief of Staff Strategic Plans &
Policy, NATO Allied Command Transformation
Location: Erzsébet Room
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